Before using the coffee grinder/dispenser slide right hand
operation handle of the dispenser in the utter backward position
and/or left hand handle in the utter forward position.
Right- or left handed operation of the Coffee dispenser
1. Put the filter holder of your coffee maker with paper filter inside underneath the
dispenser opening in front. (or your cafetière).
2. Move right hand operation handle to the utter forward position or left hand
operation handle to the utter backward position. This movement is characterized
by a clear “click”.
This first stroke you have just completed will not release coffee, but is necessary
to fill the inner mechanism.
3. From the second complete stroke (remember from “click” to “click”) the dispenser
will release coffee in quantities of one standardized measuring spoon.
4. If a full stroke is not completed, but say will be stopped half way, half the quantity
of coffee will be released, but bear in mind that the other half will be released
first in the next use, therefore always go from “click” to click” and adapt the
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amount of water in your coffee maker to the “full spoon” delivery of the
dispenser.
The wiper which travels with each dispensing stroke along the inside of the
reservoir is meant to keep clear visibility of the contents inside the reservoir.
As a result of air-circulation the last few coffee beans are being blown aloft in
the hopper.
We advise to refill hopper before being completely empty.
The stainless-steel sieve of the coffee grinder produces the right grain for the filter
grind method for use in our Moccamaster coffeemakers.

Maintenance of the coffee grinder
First unplug coffee grinder.
Regularly clean the outside of the sieve and the grinding chamber with the brush
supplied with the grinder.
Should a new cutter blade or sieve be needed, please contact your supplier for
instructions.

Never clean coffee grinder with a very wet cloth or put it under water.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Instructions for using the moccamaster grinder KM4
Read before use and store in a safe place: General safety
When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be
followed, including the following:
1. Read all instructions.
The appliance is intended to be used in Household and similar applications
such as:
staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working
environments.
Farm houses
By clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environment
Bed and breakfast type environments
Use the machine indoors only.
2. To protect against fire, electrical shock and injury to persons do not
immerse coffee grinder, cord or plugs in water or other liquid.
3. Check to see if the voltage of the machine matches your mains voltage.
4. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above
and persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack
of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or
instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand
the hazards involved. Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning
and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.
5. Unplug from outlet when not in use, before putting on or taking off parts
and before cleaning.
6. Avoid contacting moving parts
7. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the
appliance malfunctions, or has been damaged in any manner. Return
appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination, repair
or adjustment
8. The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the appliance
manufacturer may result in fire, electric shock or injury of persons.
9. Do not use outdoors.
10. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter where it can be pulled
on by children, or touch hot surface
11. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or in a heated oven.
12. To disconnect, turn any control to “off”, then remove plug from wall outlet.
13. Do not use appliance for other than intended use.
14. Always place the lid and receptacle in the right position as shown in the
figure on the next page.
16. Unwrap the coffee grinder with care and remove all packaging materials
Keep the packaging (plastic bags and cardboard) out of reach of children.
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Directions for use
Fixation to the wall
Find a place close to a plug-connection and
leave sufficient space over grinder (about 20 cm) to enable filling of the hopper.
Slide bearer off dispenser by pushing this downwards.
Plugs and screws have been enclosed for fixation.
Before screwing bearer against wall drill 6 mm holes in the wall
with a masonry drill and then put plugs in holes.
When fixing on a tiled wall holes can be drilled best in the joints.
The upward sides of bearer should be pointing towards yourself,
like the edged part below fits into the reservoir of the dispenser.
Slide dispenser back into bearer.
Operating the Coffee grinder/Dispenser
The coffee grinder is only meant for grinding coffee beans.
Before filling the hopper of the grinder with coffee beans remove cardboard jigs
from the grinder’s interior.
Check hopper for presence of foreign objects before using
Never add anything else to the beans as this may cause damage to the grinder.

To prevent overheating of the motor:
Don’t grind longer than 1 minute each time.

